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2 QUASICONVEXITY AND RELATIVELY HYPERBOLIC GROUPS THAT SPLI T

HADI BIGDELY AND DANIEL T. WISE

Abstract. We explore the combination theorem for a groupG splitting as a graph of relatively
hyperbolic groups. Using the fine graph approach to relativehyperbolicity, we find short proofs
of the relative hyperbolicity ofG under certain conditions. We then provide a criterion for the rel-
ative quasiconvexity of a subgroupH depending on the relative quasiconvexity of the intersection
of H with the vertex groups ofG. We give an application towards local relative quasiconvexity.

The goal of this paper is to examine relative hyperbolicity and quasiconvexity in graphs of
relatively hyperbolic vertex groups with almost malnormalquasiconvex edge groups. The paper
hinges upon the observation that ifG splits as a graph of relatively hyperbolic groups with
malnormal relatively quasiconvex edge groups, then a fine hyperbolic graph forG can be built
from fine hyperbolic graphs for the vertex groups. This leadsto short proofs of the relative
hyperbolicity ofG as well as to a concise criterion for the relative quasiconvexity of a subgroup
H of G.

Bestvina and Feighn proved a combination theorem that characterized the hyperbolicity of
groups splitting as graphs of hyperbolic groups [2]. Their geometric characterization is akin
to the flat plane theorem characterization of hyperbolicityfor actions on CAT(0) spaces, and
leads to explicit positive results, especially in an “acylindrical” scenario where some form of
malnormality is imposed on the edge groups. The Bestvina-Feighn combination theorem has
been revisited multiple times in a hyperbolic setting, and more recently in a relatively hyperbolic
context but through diverse methods.

Dahmani proved a combination theorem for relatively hyperbolic groups using the conver-
gence group approach [4]. Later Alibegović proved similarresults in [1] using a method gen-
eralizing parts of the Bestvina-Feighn approach. Osin reproved Dahman’s result in the general
context of relative Dehn functions [19]. Most recently, Mj and Reeves gave a generalization
of the Bestvina-Feighn combination theorem that follows Farb’s approach but uses a general-
ized “partial electrocution” [17]. Their result appears tobe a far-reaching generalization at the
expense of complex geometric language.

Our own results revisit these relatively hyperbolic generalizations, and we offer a very con-
crete approach employing Bowditch’s fine hyperbolic graphs. The most natural formulation of
our main combination theorem (proven as Theorem 1.4) is as follows:

Theorem A (Combining Relatively Hyperbolic Groups Along Parabolics). LetG split as a finite
graph of groups. Suppose each vertex group is relatively hyperbolic and each edge group is
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parabolic in its vertex groups. ThenG is hyperbolic relative toQ = {Q1, . . . ,Q j} where eachQi

is the stabilizer of a “parabolic tree”. (See Definition 1.3.)

A simplistic example illustrating Theorem A is an amalgamated productG = G1 ∗C G2 where
eachGi = π1Mi andMi is a cusped hyperbolic manifold with a single boundary torusTi. And C
is an arbitrary common subgroup ofπ1T1 andπ1T2. ThenG is hyperbolic relative toπ1T1∗Cπ1T2.

We note that Theorem A is more general than results in the samespirit that were obtained
by Dahmani, Alibegović, and Osin. In particular, they require that edge groups be maximal
parabolic on at least one side, but we do not. We believe that Theorem A could be deduced from
the results of Mj-Reeves.

In Section 4, we employ work of Yang [22] on extended peripheral structures, to obtain the
following seemingly more natural corollary of Theorem A which is proven as Corollary 4.6:

Corollary B. Let G split as a finite graph of groups. Suppose

(a) EachGν is hyperbolic relative toPν;
(b) EachGe is total and relatively quasiconvex inGν;
(c) {Ge : e is attached toν} is almost malnormal inGν for each vertexν.

ThenG is hyperbolic relative to
⋃

ν Pν − {repeats}.

The “omitted repeats” in the conclusion of Corollary B referto (some of) the parabolic subgroups
of vertex groups that are identified through an edge group.

It is not clear whether Corollary B could be obtained using the method of Dahmani, Al-
ibegović, or Osin. However, we suspect it could be extracted from the result of Mj-Reeves.

Definition 0.1. (Tamely generated) LetG split as a graph of groups with relatively hyperbolic
vertex groups. A subgroupH is tamely generatedif the induced graph of groupsΓH has aπ1-
isomorphic subgraph of groupsΓ′H that is a finite graph of groups each of whose vertex groups
is relatively quasiconvex in the corresponding vertex group of G.

Note thatH is tamely generated whenH is finitely generated and there are finitely manyH-
orbits of verticesv in T with Hv nontrivial, and each suchHv is relatively quasiconvex inGv.
However the above condition is not necessary. For instance,let G = F2 × Z2, and consider a
splitting whereΓ is a bouquet of two circles, and each vertex and edge group is isomorphic to
Z2. Then every f.g. subgroupH of F2 × Z2 is tamely generated, but no subgroup containingZ2

satisfies the condition that there are finitely manyH-orbits of verticesω with Hω nontrivial.

The geometric construction proving Theorem A allows us to give a simple criterion for qua-
siconvexity of a subgroupH relative toQ. Again, coupling this with Yang’s work, we obtain (as
Theorem 4.13) the following criterion for quasiconvexity relative toP:

Main Theorem C (Quasiconvexity Criterion). Let G be hyperbolic relative toP where each
P ∈ P is finitely generated. SupposeG splits as a finite graph of groups. Suppose

(a) EachGe is total inG;
(b) EachGe is relatively quasiconvex inG;
(c) EachGe is almost malnormal inG.

Let H ≤ G be tamely generated. ThenH is relatively quasiconvex inG.

Recall thatG is locally relatively quasiconvexif each finitely generated subgroupH of G is
quasiconvex relative to the peripheral structure ofG. I. Kapovich first recognized that hyperbolic
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Figure 1. A fine graphKG for G = A∗C B is built from copies of fine graphsKA andKB

for A andB by gluing new edges together along vertices stabilized byC. The parabolic
trees ofT are images of trees formed from the new edges inKG. We obtain a fine
hyperbolic graphK̄G with finite edge stabilizers as a quotientKG → K̄G.

limit groups are locally relatively quasiconvex [12], and subsequently Dahmani proved that all
limit groups are locally relatively quasiconvex [4].

A group P is small if there is no embeddingF2 ֒→ P, andG has asmall hierarchyif it
can be built from small subgroups by a sequence of AFP’s and HNN’s along small subgroups
(see Definition 3.4). WhenP is a collection of free-abelian groups, the following inductive
consequence of Corollary 3.3 generalizes Dahmani’s result.

Theorem D. LetG be hyperbolic relative to a collection of Noetherian subgroupsP and suppose
G has a small hierarchy. ThenG is locally relatively quasiconvex.

Although Theorem D is implicit in Dahmani’s work, we believeTheorem C is new.
The main construction and its application: Although we work in somewhat greater gen-

erality, let us focus on the simple case of an amalgamated productG = A ∗C B whereA, B are
relatively hyperbolic andC is parabolic on each side. The central theme of this paper is acon-
struction that builds a fine hyperbolic graph̄KG for G from fine hyperbolic graphsKA andKB

for A, B. (See Figure 1.) This is done in two steps: Guided by the Bass-Serre tree, we first
construct a graphKG which is a tree of spaces whose vertex spaces are copies ofKA andKB, and
whose edge spaces are ordinary edges. ThoughKG is fine and hyperbolic, its edges have infinite
stabilizers. We remedy this by quotienting these edge spaces to form the fine hyperbolic graph
K̄G. The vertices ofK̄G are quotients of “parabolic trees” inKG. The fine hyperbolic graph̄KG

quickly proves thatG is hyperbolic relative to the collectionQ of subgroups stabilizing parabolic
trees. Variations on the construction, hypotheses on the edge groups, and interplay with previous
work on peripheral structures, leads to a variety of relatively hyperbolic conclusions. The sim-
plest and most immediate in the case above, is thatG is hyperbolic relative toPG = PA∪PB−{C}
whenC is maximal parabolic on each side andA, B are hyperbolic relative toPA andPB.

Our primary application is to give an easy criterion to recognize quasiconvexity. A subgroup
H is relatively quasiconvex inG if there is anH-cocompact quasiconvex subgraphL̄ ⊂ K̄G of
the fine hyperbolicG-graph. The tree-like nature of our graph̄KG, permits us to naturally build
the quasiconvexH-graphL̄. WhenH is relatively quasiconvex, there are finitely manyH-orbits
of nontrivially H-stabilized vertices in the Bass-Serre treeT, and each of these stabilizers is
relatively quasiconvex in its vertex group. Choosing finitely many quasiconvex subgraphs in the
corresponding copies ofKA andKB, we are able to combine these together to formL in KG and
then to form a quasiconvexH-subgraphL̄ in K̄G.
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We conclude by mentioning the following consequence of Corollary 1.5 that is a natural con-
sequence of the viewpoint developed in this paper.

Corollary E. Let M be a compact irreducible 3-manifold. And letM1, . . . ,Mr denote the graph
manifolds obtained by removing each (open) hyperbolic piece in the geometric decomposition
of M. Thenπ1M is hyperbolic relative to{π1M1, . . . , π1Mr}.

As explained to us by the referee, the relative hyperbolicity of π1(M) was previously proved
by Drutu-Sapir using work of Kapovich-Leeb. This previous proof is deep as it uses the structure
of the asymptotic cone due to Kapovich-Leeb together with the technical proof of Drutu-Sapir
that asymptotically tree graded groups are relatively hyperbolic [13, 5].

1. Combining Relatively Hyperbolic Groups along Parabolics

The class of relatively hyperbolic groups was introduced byGromov [8] as a generalization
of the class of fundamental groups of complete finite-volumemanifolds of pinched negative
sectional curvature. Various approaches to relative hyperbolicity were developed by Farb [6],
Bowditch [3] and Osin [20], and as surveyed by Hruska [10], these notions are equivalent for
finitely generated groups. We follow Bowditch’s approach:

Definition 1.1 (Relatively Hyperbolic). A circuit in a graph is an embedded cycle. A graphΓ is
fine if each edge ofΓ lies in finitely many circuits of lengthn for eachn.

A group G is hyperbolic relative to a finite collection of subgroupsP if G acts cocom-
pactly(without inversions) on a connected, fine, hyperbolic graphΓ with finite edge stabilizers,
such that each element ofP equals the stabilizer of a vertex ofΓ, and moreover, each infinite
vertex stabilizer is conjugate to a unique element ofP. We refer to a connected, fine, hyperbolic
graphΓ equipped with such an action as a (G;P)-graph. Subgroups of G that are conjugate into
subgroups inP areparabolic.

Technical Remark 1.2.Given a finite collection of parabolic subgroups{A1, . . . ,Ar}, we choose
P so that there is a prescribed choice of parabolic subgroupPi ∈ P so thatAi is “declared” to be
conjugate intoPi . This is automatic for an infinite parabolic subgroupA but for finite subgroups
there could be ambiguity. One way to resolve this is to revisethe choice ofP as follows: For
any finite collection of parabolic subgroups{A1, . . . ,Ar} in G, we moreover assume eachAi is
conjugate to a subgroup ofP and we assume that no two (finite) subgroups inP are conjugate.
We note that finite subgroups can be freely added to or omittedfrom the peripheral structure of
G (see e.g. [16]).

Definition 1.3 (Parabolic tree). Let G split as a finite graph of groups where each vertex group
Gν is hyperbolic relative toPν, and where each edge groupGe embeds as a parabolic subgroup
of its two vertex groups. LetT be the Bass-Serre tree. Define theparabolic forest Fby:

(1) A vertexin F is a pair (u,P) whereu ∈ T0 andP is aGu-conjugate of an element ofPu.
(2) An edgein F is a pair (e,Ge) wheree is an edge ofT andGe is its stabilizer.
(3) The edge (e,Ge) is attachedto (ι(e), ι(Pe)) and (τ(e), τ(Pe)) whereι(e) andτ(e) are the

initial and terminal vertex ofe andι(Pe) is theGι(e)-conjugate of an element ofP that is
declared to containGe. Likewise for (τ(e), τ(Pe)). We arranged for this unique determi-
nation in Technical Remark 1.2.
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Each component ofF is aparabolic treeand the mapF → T is injective on the set of edges,
and in particular each parabolic tree embeds inT. LetS1, . . . ,S j be representatives of the finitely
many orbits of parabolic trees under theG action onF. Let Qi = stab(Si ), for eachi.

Theorem 1.4 (Combining Relatively Hyperbolic Groups Along Parabolics). Let G split as a
finite graphΓ of groups. Suppose each vertex group is relatively hyperbolic and each edge
group is parabolic in its vertex groups. Then G is hyperbolicrelative toQ = {Q1, . . . ,Q j}.

Proof. For u ∈ Γ0, let Gu be hyperbolic relative toPu and letKu be a (Gu;Pu)-graph. For each
P ∈ Pu, following the Technical Remark 1.2, we choose a specific vertex of Ku whose stabilizer
equalsP. Note that, in general there could be more than one possible choice when|P| < ∞, but
by Technical Remark 1.2 we have a unique choice. Translatingdetermines a “choice” of vertex
for conjugates.

We now construct a (G;Q)-graphK̄. Let K be the tree of spaces whose underlying tree is the
Bass-Serre treeT with the following properties:

(1) Vertex spaces ofK are copies of appropriate elements in{Ku : u ∈ Γ0}. Specifically,Kν
is a copy ofKu whereu is the image ofν underT → Γ.

(2) Each edge spaceKe is an ordinary edge, denoted as an ordered pair (e,Ge) that is attached
to the vertices inKι(e) andKτ(e) that were chosen to containGe.

Note that eachGν acts onKν and there is aG-equivariant mapK → T. Let K̄ be the quotient ofK
obtained by contracting each edge space. Observe thatG acts onK̄ and there is aG-equivariant
mapK → K̄. Moreover the preimage of each open edge ofK̄ is a single open edge ofK.

We now show that̄K is a (G;Q)-graph. Since any embedded cycle lies in some vertex space,
the graphK̄ is fine and hyperbolic. There are finitely many orbits of vertices inK and therefore
finitely many orbits of vertices in̄K. Likewise, there are finitely many orbits of edges inK̄. The
stabilizer of an (open) edge of̄K equals the stabilizer of the corresponding (open) edge inK,
and is thus finite. By construction, there is aG-equivariant embeddingF ֒→ K whereF is the
parabolic forest associated toG andT. Finally, the preimage inK of a vertex ofK̄ is precisely a
parabolic tree and thus the stabilizer of a vertex ofK̄ is a conjugate of someQ j. �

We now examine some conclusions that arise when the parabolic trees are small. An extreme
case arises when the edge groups are isolated from each otheras follows:

Corollary 1.5. Let G split as a finite directed graph of groups where each vertex group Gν is
hyperbolic relative toPν. Suppose that:

(1) Each edge group is parabolic in its vertex groups.
(2) Each outgoing infinite edge group G~e is maximal parabolic in its initial vertex group Gν

and for each other incoming and outgoing infinite edge group G~e or G~d or G ~d
, none of

its conjugates lie in G~e.

Then G is hyperbolic relative toP =
⋃

ν Pν − {outgoing edge groups}.

Proof. We can arrange for finitely stabilized edges ofF to be attached to distinct chosen vertices
when they correspond to distinct edges ofT. Thus, parabolic trees are singletons and/or i-pods
consisting of edges that all terminate at the same vertex{(ν,Pg)} whereP ∈ Pν andg ∈ Gν.
Recall that ani-pod is a tree consisting ofi edges glued to a central vertex. �
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Corollary 1.6. Let G split as a finite graph of groups. Suppose each vertex group Gν is hyper-
bolic relative toPν. For each Gν assume that the collection{Ge : e is attached toν} is a collection
of maximal parabolic subgroups of Gν. Then G is hyperbolic relative toP =

⋃

ν Pν − {repeats}.
Specifically, we remove an element of

⋃

ν Pν if it is conjugate to another one.

The first two of the following cases were treated by Dahmani, Alibegović, and Osin [1, 4, 19]:

Corollary 1.7. (1) Let G1 and G2 be hyperbolic relative toP1 andP2. Let G= G1∗P1=P′2
G2

where each Pi ∈ Pi and P1 is identified with the subgroup P2
′ of P2. Then G is hyperbolic

relativeP1 ∪ P2 − {P1}.
(2) Let G1 be hyperbolic relative toP. Let P1 ∈ P be isomorphic to a subgroup P2

′ of a
maximal parabolic subgroup P2 not conjugate to P1. Let G = G1∗P1

t=P2
′ where P1

t =

t−1P1t. Then G is hyperbolic relative toP − {P1}.
(3) Let G1 be hyperbolic relative toP. Let P∈ P be isomorphic to P′ ≤ P. Let G= G1∗Pt=P′ .

Then G is hyperbolic relative toP ∪ 〈P, t〉 − {P}.

Remark 1.8. Note that in this Corollary and some similar results when we say Pi ∈ Pi , we mean
if Pg

i ∈ Pi then replacePg
i by Pi in Pi.

Proof. (1): In this case, the parabolic trees are either singletons stabilized by a conjugate of an
element ofP1 ∪ P2 − {P1}, or parabolic trees arei-pods stabilized by conjugates ofP2.

(2): The proof is similar.
(3): All parabolic trees are singletons except for those that are translates of a copy of the

Bass-Serre tree forP∗Pt=P′ . Following the proof of Theorem 1.4, letν ∈ K̄, if the preimage ofν
in K is not attached to an edge space, thenGν is conjugate to an element ofP − {P}, otherwise
Gν is conjugate to〈P, t〉. �

Example 1.9. We encourage the reader to consider the case of Theorem 1.4 and Corollar-
ies 1.6 and 1.7, in the scenario whereG splits as a graph of free groups with cyclic edge groups.
A very simple case is: LetG = 〈a, b, t | (Wn)t = Wm〉 whereW ∈ 〈a, b〉 andm, n ≥ 1. ThenG is
hyperbolic relative to〈W, t〉.

2. Relative Quasiconvexity

Dahmani introduced the notion of relatively quasiconvex subgroup in [4]. This notion was
further developed by Osin in [20], and later Hruska investigated several equivalent definitions
of relatively quasiconvex subgroups [10]. Martinez-Pedroza and the second author introduced
a definition of relative quasiconvexity in the context of finehyperbolic graphs and showed this
definition is equivalent to Osin’s definition [16]. We will study relatively quasiconvexity using
this fine hyperbolic viewpoint. Our aim is to examine the relative quasiconvexity of a certain
subgroup which are themselves amalgams, and we note that powerful results in this direction are
given in [15].

Definition 2.1 (Relatively Quasiconvex). Let G be hyperbolic relative toP. A subgroupH of
G is quasiconvex relative toP if for some (and hence any) (G;P)-graphK, there is a nonempty
connected and quasi-isometrically embedded,H-cocompact subgraphL of K. In the sequel, we
sometimes refer toL as aquasiconvex H-cocompact subgraphof K.
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Figure 2

Remark 2.2. It is immediate from the Definition 2.1 that in a relatively hyperbolic group, any
parabolic subgroup is relatively quasiconvex, and any relatively quasiconvex subgroup is also
relatively hyperbolic. In particular, the relatively quasiconvex subgroupH is hyperbolic relative
to the collectionPH consisting of representatives ofH-stabilizers of vertices ofL ⊆ K. Note
that a conjugate of a relatively quasiconvex subgroup is also relatively quasiconvex. And the
intersection of two relatively quasiconvex subgroups is relatively quasiconvex. Specifically, this
last statement was proven whenG is f.g. in [15], and whenG is countable in [10].

Relative quasiconvexity has the following transitive property proven by Hruska for countable
relatively hyperbolic groups in [10]:

Lemma 2.3. Let G be hyperbolic relative toPG. Suppose that B is relatively quasiconvex in G,
and note that B is then hyperbolic relative toPB as in Remark 2.2. Then A≤ B is quasiconvex
relative toPB if and only if A is quasiconvex relative toPG.

Proof. Let K be a (G;PG)-graph. AsB is quasiconvex relative toPG, there is aB-cocompact and
quasiconvex subgraphL ⊂ K. Note thatL is a (B;PB)-graph. LetA ≤ B.

If A is quasiconvex inB relative toPB, there is anA-cocompact quasiconvex subgraphM ⊂
L. Since the compositionLA → LB → K is a quasi-isometric embedding,A is quasiconvex
relative toPG. Conversely, ifA is quasiconvex inG relative toPG, then there is anA-cocompact
quasiconvex subgraphM ⊂ K. Let L′ = L ∪ BM and note thatL′ is B-cocompact and hence
also quasiconvex, and thusL′ also serves as a fine hyperbolic graph forB. Now M ⊂ L′ is
quasiconvex sinceM ⊂ L is quasiconvex soA is relatively quasiconvex inB. �

Remark 2.4. One consequence of Theorem 1.4 and its various Corollaries,is that whenG splits
as a graph of relatively hyperbolic groups with parabolic subgroups, then each of the vertex
groups is quasiconvex relative to the peripheral structureof G. (For Theorem 1.4 this isQ, and
for Corollary 1.6 this isP − {repeats}.) Indeed,Kv is aGv-cocompact quasiconvex subgraph in
the fine graphK constructed in the proof.

Lemma 2.5. Let G be a f.g. group that split as a finite graph of groupsΓ. If each edge group is
f.g. then each vertex group is f.g.

Proof. Let G = 〈g1, . . . , gn〉. We regardG asπ1 of a 2-complex corresponding toΓ. We show
that each vertex groupGv equals〈{Ge}eattached tov ∪ {g ∈ Gv : g in normal form of somegi}〉.
Let a ∈ Gv and consider an expression ofa as a product of normal forms of theg±1

i . Thena
equals some producta1t1ǫ1b1t2ǫ2a2 · · ·antmǫmbk. There is a disc diagramD whose boundary path
is a−1a1t1ǫ1b1t2ǫ2a2 · · · antmǫmbk. See Figure 2. The region ofD that lies alonga shows thata
equals the product of elements in edge groups adjacent toGv, together with elements ofGv that
lie in the normal forms ofg1, . . . , gn. �
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Theorem 2.6(Quasiconvexity of a Subgroup in Parabolic Splitting). Let G split as a finite graph
Γ of relatively hyperbolic groups such that each edge group isparabolic in its vertex groups.
(Note that G is hyperbolic relative toQ = {Q1, . . . ,Q j} by Theorem 1.4.) Let H≤ G be tamely
generated. Then H is quasiconvex relative toQ. Moreover if each Hv in the Bass-Serre tree T is
finitely generated then H is finitely generated.

Proof. Since there are finitely many orbits of vertices whose stabilizers are finitely generated,
H is finitely generated. For eachu ∈ Γ0, let Gu be hyperbolic relative toPu and letKu be a
(Gu;Pu)-graph. LetK be the (G;Q)-graph constructed in the proof of Theorem 1.4 and letK̄ be
its quotient. We will construct anH-cocompact quasiconvex, connected subgraphL̄ of K̄.

Let TH be the minimalH-invariant subgraph ofT. Recall that each edge ofT (and henceTH)
corresponds to an edge ofK. Let FH denote the subgraph ofK that is the union of all edges
correspond to edges ofTH. Let {ν1, . . . , νn} be a representatives ofH-orbits of vertices ofTH.
For eachi, let Li ֒→ Kνi be a (H ∩Ggi

νi )-cocompact quasiconvex subgraph such thatLi contains
FH ∩ Kνi . (There are finitely many (H ∩ Ggi

νi )-orbits of such endpoints of edges inKνi .) Let
L = FH ∪

⋃n
i=1 HLi and letL̄ be the image ofL underK → K̄. Observe thatL is quasiconvex

in K sinceK is a “tree union” and each suchLi of L is quasiconvex inKνi . And likewise,L̄ is
quasiconvex inK̄. �

Corollary 2.7 (Characterizing Quasiconvexity in Maximal Parabolic Splitting). Let G split as
a finite graph of countable groups. For eachν, let Gν be hyperbolic relative toPν and let the
collection{Ge : e is attached toν} be a collection of maximal parabolic subgroups of Gν. (Note
that G is hyperbolic relative toP =

⋃

ν Pν − {repeats} by Corollary 1.6.) Let T be the Bass-Serre
tree and let H be a subgroup of G. The following are equivalent:

(1) H is tamely generated and each Hv in the Bass-Serre tree T is f.g.
(2) H is f.g. and quasiconvex relative toP.

Proof. (1⇒ 2): Follows from Theorem 1.4 and Theorem 2.6.
(2⇒ 1): SinceH is f.g., the minimalH-subtreeTH is H-cocompact, and soH splits as a finite

graph of groupsΓH. SinceH is quasiconvex inP, it is hyperbolic relative to intersections with
conjugates ofP. In particular, the infinite edge groups in the induced splitting of H are maximal
parabolic, and are thus f.g. since the maximal parabolic subgroups of a f.g. relatively hyperbolic
group are f.g. [20]. Each vertex group ofΓH is f.g. by Lemma 2.5.

By Remark 2.4, each vertex group ofG is quasiconvex relative toP, and hence eachGν is
relatively quasiconvex by Remark 2.2 since it is a conjugateof a vertex group. ThusHν = H∩Gν
is quasiconvex relative toP by Remark 2.2. Finally,Hν is quasiconvex inGν by Lemma 2.3. �

3. Local Relative Quasiconvexity

A relatively hyperbolic groupG is locally relatively quasiconvexif each f.g. subgroup ofG is
relatively quasiconvex. The focus of this section is the following criterion for showing that the
combination of locally relatively quasiconvex groups is again locally relatively quasiconvex.

Recall thatN is Noetherianif each subgroup ofN is f.g. We now give a criterion for local
quasiconvexity of a group that splits along parabolic subgroups.

Theorem 3.1(A Criterion for Locally Relatively Quasiconvexity). (1) Let G1 and G2 be lo-
cally relatively quasiconvex relative toP1 and P2. Let G = G1 ∗P1=P′2

G2 where each
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Pi ∈ Pi and P1 is identified with the subgroup P2
′ of P2. Suppose P1 is Noetherian.

Then G is locally quasiconvex relative toP1 ∪ P2 − {P1}.
(2) Let G1 be a locally relatively quasiconvex relative toP. Let P1 ∈ P be isomorphic

to a subgroup P2′ of a maximal parabolic subgroup P2 not conjugate to P1. Let G =
G1∗P1

t=P2
′ . Suppose P1 is Noetherian. Then G is locally quasiconvex relative toP−{P1}.

(3) Let G1 be a locally quasiconvex relative toP. Let P be a maximal parabolic subgroup
of G1, isomorphic to P′ ≤ P. Let G= G1∗Pt=P′ and suppose P is Noetherian. Then G is
also locally quasiconvex relative toP ∪ 〈P, t〉 − {P}.

Proof. (1): By Corollary 1.7,G is hyperbolic relative toP = P1 ∪ P2 − {P1}. Let H be a finitely
generated subgroup ofG. We show thatH is quasiconvex relative toP. Let T be the Bass-Serre
tree ofG. SinceH is f.g., the minimalH-subtreeTH is H-cocompact, and soH splits as a finite
graph of groupsΓH. Moreover, the edge groups of this splitting are f.g. since the edge groups
of G are Noetherian by hypothesis. Thus each vertex group ofΓH is f.g. by Lemma 2.5. Since
G1 andG2 are locally relatively quasiconvex, each vertex group ofTH is relatively quasiconvex
in its “image vertex group” under the mapTH → T. Now by Theorem 2.6,H is quasiconvex
relative toP. The proof of (2) and (3) are similar. �

Definition 3.2 (Almost Malnormal). A subgroupH is malnormalin G if H∩Hg = {1} for g < H,
and similarlyH is almost malnormalif this intersectionH ∩ Hg is always finite. Likewise, a
collection of subgroups{Hi} is almost malnormalif Hg

i ∩Hh
j is finite unlessi = j andgh−1 ∈ Hi .

Corollary 3.3. Let G split as a finite graph of groups. Suppose

a) Each Gν is locally relatively quasiconvex;
b) Each Ge is Noetherian and maximal parabolic in its vertex groups;
c) {Ge : e is attached toν} is almost malnormal in Gν, for any vertexν.

Then G is locally relatively quasiconvex relative toP, see Corollary 1.6.

3.1. Small-hierarchies and local quasiconvexity.The main result in this subsection is a con-
sequence of Theorem 3.1 that employs results of Yang [22] stated in Theorems 4.7 and 4.2,
and also depends on Lemma 4.9 which is independent of Section4. The reader may choose to
read this subsection and refer ahead to those results, or return to this subsection after reading
Section 4.

Definition 3.4 (Small-Hierarchy). A group is small if it has no rank 2 free subgroup. Any
small group has alength 0 small-hierarchy. G has alength n small-hierarchyif G � A ∗C B or
G � A∗Ct=C′ , whereA andB have length (n− 1) small-hierarchies, andC is small and f.g. We
sayG has asmall-hierarchyif it has a lengthn small-hierarchy for somen.

We can defineF -hierarchy by replacing “small” by a class of groupsF closed under sub-
groups and isomorphisms. For instance, whenF is the class of finite groups, the class of groups
with anF -hierarchy is precisely the class of virtually free groups.

Remark 3.5. TheTits alternativefor relatively hyperbolic groups states that every f.g. subgroup
is either: elementary, parabolic, or contains a subgroup isomorphic toF2. The Tits alternative
is proven for countable relatively hyperbolic groups in [8,Thm 8.2.F]. A proof is given for
convergence groups in [21]. It is shown in [20] that every cyclic subgroupH of a f.g. relatively
hyperbolic groupG is relatively quasiconvex.
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Theorem 3.6. Let G be f.g. and hyperbolic relative toP where each element ofP is Noetherian.
Suppose G has a small-hierarchy. Then G is locally relatively quasiconvex.

Proof. The proof is by induction on the length of the hierarchy. Since edge groups are f.g.,
the Tits alternative shows that there are three cases according to whether the edge group is finite,
virtually cyclic, or infinite parabolic, and we note that theedge group is relatively quasiconvex in
each case. These three cases are each divided into two subcases according to whetherG = A∗C1 B
or G = A∗Ct

1=C2
.

SinceC1 andG are f.g. the vertex groups are f.g. by Lemma 2.5. Thus, sinceC1 is relatively
quasiconvex the vertex groups are relatively quasiconvex by Lemma 4.9.

WhenC1 is finite the conclusion follows in each subcase from Theorem3.1.
WhenC1 is virtually cyclic but not parabolic, thenC1 lies in a unique maximal virtually cyclic

subgroupZ that is almost malnormal and relatively quasiconvex by [18]. ThusG is hyperbolic
relative toP′ = P ∪ {Z} by Theorem 4.2.

Observe thatC1 is maximal infinite cyclic on at least one side, since otherwise there would
be a nontrivial splitting ofZ as an amalgamated free product overC1. We equip the (relatively
quasiconvex) vertex groups with their induced peripheral structures. Note thatC1 is maximal
parabolic on at least one side and soG is locally relatively quasiconvex relative toP′ by Theo-
rem 3.1. Finally, by Theorem 4.7, any subgroupH is quasiconvex relative to the original periph-
eral structureP since intersections betweenH and conjugates ofZ are quasiconvex relative to
P.

WhenC1 is infinite parabolic, we will first produce a new splitting before verifying local
relative quasiconvexity.

WhenG = A ∗C1 B. Let Da,Db be the maximal parabolic subgroups ofA, B containingC1,
and refine the splitting to:

A ∗Da (Da ∗C1 Db) ∗Db B

The two outer splittings are along a parabolic that is maximal on the outside vertex group. The
inner vertex groupDa ∗C1 Db is a single parabolic subgroup ofG. Indeed, asC1 is infinite,
Da ⊃ C1 ⊂ Db must all lie in the same parabolic subgroup ofG. It is obvious thatDa ∗C1 Db

is locally relatively quasiconvex with respect to its induced peripheral structure since it is itself
parabolic inG. Consequently (Da∗C1 Db)∗Db B is locally relatively quasiconvex by Theorem 3.1,
thereforeG = A ∗Da

(

(Da ∗C1 Db) ∗Db B
)

is locally relatively quasiconvex by Theorem 3.1.
WhenG � A∗C1

t=C2
, let Mi be the maximal parabolic subgroup ofG containingCi. There are

two subsubcases:
[t ∈ M1] ThenC2 ≤ M1 and we revise the splitting toG � A ∗D1 M1 whereD1 = M1 ∩ A.

And in this splitting the edge group is maximal parabolic atD1 ⊂ A, andM1 is parabolic.
[t < M1] Let Di denote the maximal parabolic subgroup ofA containingCi . Observe that

{D1,D2} is almost malnormal sinceDi = Mi ∩A. We revise the HNN extension to the following:
(

Dt
1 ∗Ct

1=C2
A
)

∗D1
t=D1

where the conjugated copies ofD1 in the HNN extension embed in the first and second factor of
the AFP.

In both cases, the local relative quasiconvexity ofG now holds by Theorem 3.1 as before.�
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4. Relative Quasiconvexity in Graphs of Groups

Gersten [7] and then Bowditch [3] showed that a hyperbolic groupG is hyperbolic relative to
an almost malnormal quasiconvex subgroup. Generalizing work of Martinez-Pedroza [14], Yang
introduced and characterized a class of parabolically extended structures for countable relatively
hyperbolic groups [22]. We use his results to generalize ourprevious results. The following was
defined in [22] for countable groups.

Definition 4.1 (Extended Peripheral Structure). A peripheral structureconsists of a finite col-
lectionP of subgroups of a groupG. Each elementP ∈ P is aperipheral subgroupof G. The
peripheral structureE = {E j} j∈J extendsP = {Pi}i∈I if for eachi ∈ I , there existsj ∈ J such that
Pi ⊆ E j . ForE ∈ E, we letPE = {Pi : Pi ⊆ E,Pi ∈ P, i ∈ I }.

We will use the following result of Yang [22].

Theorem 4.2(Hyperbolicity of Extended Peripheral Structure). Let G be hyperbolic relative to
P and let the peripheral structureE extendP. Then G is hyperbolic relative toE if and only if
the following hold:

(1) E is almost malnormal;
(2) Each E∈ E is quasiconvex in G relative toP.

Definition 4.3 (Total). Let G be hyperbolic relative toP. The subgroupH of G is total relative
to P if: either H ∩ Pg = Pg or H ∩ Pg is finite for eachP ∈ P andg ∈ G.

The following is proven in [5]:

Lemma 4.4. If G is f.g. and hyperbolic relative toP = {P1, . . . ,Pn} and each Pi is hyperbolic
relative toHi = {Hi1, . . . ,Himi }, then G is hyperbolic relative to

⋃

1≤i≤nHi.

As an application of Theorem 4.2, we now generalize Corollary 1.7 to handle the case where
edge groups are quasiconvex and not merely parabolic.

Theorem 4.5(Combination along Total, Malnormal and Quasiconvex Subgroups).
(1) Let Gi be hyperbolic relative toPi for i = 1, 2. Let Ci ≤ Gi be almost malnormal, total

and relatively quasiconvex. Let C1
′ ≤ C1. Then G= G1 ∗C1

′=C2 G2 is hyperbolic relative
to P = P1 ∪ P2 − {P2 ∈ P2 : Pg

2 ⊆ C2, for some g∈ G2}.
(2) Let G1 be hyperbolic relative toP. Let {C1,C2} be almost malnormal and assume each

Ci is total and relatively quasiconvex. Let C1
′ ≤ C1. Then G= G1∗C1

′=C2
t is hyperbolic

relative toP = P − {P2 ∈ P2 : Pg
2 ⊆ C2, for some g∈ G2}.

Proof. (1): For eachi, let

Ei = Pi − {P ∈ Pi : Pg ≤ Ci , for someg ∈ Gi} ∪ {Ci}

Without loss of generality, we can assume thatEi extendsPi, since we can replace an element
of Pi by its conjugate. We now show thatGi is hyperbolic relative toEi by verifying the two
conditions of Theorem 4.2:Ei is malnormal inGi, sincePi is almost malnormal andCi is to-
tal and almost malnormal. Each element ofEi is relatively quasiconvex, sinceCi is relatively
quasiconvex by hypothesis and each element ofPi is relatively quasiconvex by Remark 2.2.

We now regard eachGi as hyperbolic relative toEi. Therefore since the edge groupC2 = C1
′

is maximal on one side, by Corollary 1.7,G is hyperbolic relative toE = E1 ∪ E2 − {C2}.
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We now apply Lemma 4.4 to show thatG is hyperbolic relative toP. We showed thatG is
hyperbolic relative toE. But each element ofE is hyperbolic relative toP that it contains. Thus
by Lemma 4.4, we obtain the result.

(2): The proof is analogous to the proof of (1). �

The following can be obtained by induction using Theorem 4.5or can be proven directly using
the same mode of proof.

Corollary 4.6. Let G split as a finite graph of groups. Suppose

(a) Each Gν is hyperbolic relative toPν;
(b) Each Ge is total and relatively quasiconvex in Gν;
(c) {Ge : e is attached toν} is almost malnormal in Gν for each vertexν.

Then G is hyperbolic relative to
⋃

ν Pν − {repeats}.

Yang characterized relative quasiconvexity with respect to extensions in [22] as follows:

Theorem 4.7(Quasiconvexity in Extended Peripheral Structure). Let G be hyperbolic relative
to P and relative toE. Suppose thatE extendsP. Then

(1) If H ≤ G is quasiconvex relative toP, then H is quasiconvex relative toE.
(2) Conversely, if H≤ G is quasiconvex relative toE, then H is quasiconvex relative toP if

and only if H∩ Eg is quasiconvex relative toP for all g ∈ G and E∈ E.

We recall the following observation of Bowditch (see [16, Lem 2.7 and 2.9]).

Lemma 4.8(G-attachment). Let G act on a graph K. Let p, q ∈ K0 and e be a new edge whose
endpoints are p and q. The G-attachmentof e is the new graph K′ = K ∪ Ge which consists
of the union of K and copies ge of e attached at gp and gq for any g∈ G. Note that K′ is
G-cocompact/fine/hyperbolic if K is.

In the following lemma, we prove that when a relatively hyperbolic groupG splits then relative
quasiconvexity of vertex groups is equivalent to relative quasiconvexity of the edge groups.

Lemma 4.9(Quasiconvex Edges⇐⇒ Quasiconvex Vertices). Let G be hyperbolic relative toP.
Suppose G splits as a finite graph of groups whose vertex groups and edge groups are finitely
generated. Then the edge groups are quasiconvex relative toP if and only if the vertex groups
are quasiconvex relative toP.

Proof. If the vertex groups are quasiconvex relative toP then so are the edge groups, since
relative quasiconvexity is preserved by intersection (see[10, 15]) in the f.g. groupG. Assume
the edge groups are quasiconvex relative toP. Let K be a (G;P) graph and letT be the Bass-Serre
tree forG. Let f : K → T be aG-equivariant map that sends vertices to vertices and edges to
geodesics. SubdivideK andT, so that each edge is the union of two length1

2 halfedges. Let ν
be a vertex inT. It suffices to find aGν-cocompact quasiconvex subgraphL of K.

Let {e1, . . . , em} be representatives of theGν-orbits of halfedges attached toν. Let ωi be the
other vertex ofei for 1 ≤ i ≤ m. Since eachGωi = Gei is f.g. by hypothesis, we can perform
finitely manyGωi -attachments of arcs so that the preimage ofωi is connected for eachi. This
leads to finitely manyG-attachments toK to obtain a new fine hyperbolic graphK′. By mapping
the newly attached edges to their associated vertices inT, we thus obtain aG-equivariant map
f ′ : K′ → T such thatM′i = f ′−1(ωi) is connected andGωi -cocompact for eachi.
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ConsiderL′ = f ′−1(N1
2
(ν)) whereN1

2
(ν) is the closed1

2-neighborhood ofν. To see thatL′ is
connected, consider a pathσ in K′ between distinct components ofL′. Moreover chooseσ so
that its image inT is minimal among all such choices. Thenσ must leave and enterL′ through
the samegνM′i which is connected by construction.

We now show thatL′ is quasiconvex. Consider a geodesicγ that intersectsL′ exactly at its
endpoints. As before the endpoints ofγ lie in the samegνM′i . SincegνM′i is κi-quasiconvex for
someκi , we see thatγ lies inκ-neighborhood ofgνM′i and hence in theκ-neighborhood ofL′. �

Lemma 4.10(Total Edges⇐⇒ Total Vertices). Let G be hyperbolic relative toP. Let G act on
a tree T. For each P∈ P let TP be a minimal P-subtree. Assume that no TP has a finite edge
stabilizer in the P-action. Then edge groups of T are total inG iff vertex groups are total in G.

Proof. Since the intersection of two total subgroups is total, if the vertex groups are total then
the edge groups are also total. We now assume that the edge groups are total. LetGν be a vertex
group andP ∈ P such thatPg ∩Gν is infinite for someg ∈ G. If |Pg ∩Ge| = ∞ for some edge
e attached toν, thenP ⊆ Ge, thusP ⊆ Ge ⊆ Gν. Now suppose that|Pg ∩ Ge| < ∞ for eache
attached toν. If Pg � Gν then the action ofPg on gT violates our hypothesis. �

Remark 4.11. SupposeG is f.g. andG is hyperbolic relative toP. Let P ∈ P such thatP = A∗C B
[P = A∗C=C′ t ] where C is a finite group. SinceP is hyperbolic relative to{A, B} [{A}], by
Lemma 4.4,G is hyperbolic relative toP′ = P − {P} ∪ {A, B} [P′ = P − {P} ∪ {A}].

We now describe a more general criterion for relative quasiconvexity which is proven by
combining Corollary 2.7 with Theorem 4.7.

Theorem 4.12. Let G be f.g. and hyperbolic relative toP. Suppose G splits as a finite graph of
groups. Suppose

(a) Each Ge is total in G;
(b) Each Ge is relatively quasiconvex in G;
(c) {Ge : e is attached toν} is almost malnormal in Gν for each vertexν.

Let H ≤ G be tamely generated subgroup of G. Then H is relatively quasiconvex in G.

Proof. Technical Point:By splitting certain elements ofP to obtainP′ as in Remark 4.11, we can
assume thatG is hyperbolic relative toP′ and eachGν is hyperbolic relative to the conjugates of
elements ofP′ that it contains.

Indeed for anyP ∈ P, if the action ofP on a minimal subtreeTP of the Bass-Serre tree
T, yields a finite graphΓ of groups some of whose edge groups are finite, then followingRe-
mark 4.11, we can replaceP by the groups that complement these finite edge groups, (i.e.the
fundamental groups of the subgraphs obtained by deleting these edges fromΓ.) ThereforeG is
hyperbolic relative toP′.

No P ∈ P′ has a nontrivial induced splitting as a graph of groups with afinite edge group.The
edge groups are total relative toP′ since they are total relative toP. Therefore by Lemma 4.10
the vertex groups are total inG relative toP′. By Lemma 4.9, each vertex groupGν is relatively
quasiconvex inG relative toP, therefore by Theorem 4.7 eachGν is quasiconvex inG relative to
P′. ThusGν has an induced relatively hyperbolic structureP′ν as in Remark 2.2. By totality of
Gν, we can assume each element ofP′ν is a conjugate of an element ofP′. And as usual we may
omit the finite subgroups inP′ν.
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Step 1:We now extend the peripheral structure of eachGν from P′ν to Eν where

Eν = {Ge : e is attached toν} ∪ {P ∈ P′ν : Pg � Ge for anyg ∈ Gν}

Almost malnormality ofEν follows from Condition (c) and the totality of the edge groups in their
vertex groups which follows by the totality of the edge groups inG, also relative quasiconvexity
of the new elementsGe is Condition (b). Thus byGν is hyperbolic relative toEν by Theorem 4.7.

Step 2:For each ˜ν in the Bass-Serre tree, itsH-stabilizerHν̃ lies inGν̃ which we identify (by
a conjugacy isomorphism) with the chosen vertex stabilizerGν in the graph of group decompo-
sition. ThenHν̃ is quasiconvex inGν relative toEν for eachν by Theorem 4.7, sinceEν extends
P′ν and eachHν̃ is quasiconvex inGν relative toP′ν. ThereforeH is quasiconvex relative to

⋃

Eν
by Corollary 2.7.

Step 3: His quasiconvex relative toP′ =
⋃

P′ν. Since
⋃

Eν extendsP =
⋃

P′ν, by Theorem 4.7,
it suffices to show thatH ∩ Kg is quasiconvex relative toP′ for all K ∈

⋃

Eν andg ∈ G. There
are two cases:

Case 1:K ∈ P′ν for someν. Now H ∩ Kg is a parabolic subgroup ofG relative toP′ and is
thus quasiconvex relative toP′.

Case 2:K = Ge for somee attached to someν. The groupK is relatively quasiconvex in
Gν, therefore by Remark 2.2,Kg is also relatively quasiconvex but inGgν. Now sinceKg ∩ H =
Kg ∩ Hgν andKg andHgν are both relatively quasiconvex inGgν, the groupKg ∩ H is relatively
quasiconvex inGgν. Since by Lemma 4.9,Ggν is quasiconvex relative toP′, Lemma 2.3 implies
thatKg ∩ H is quasiconvex relative toP′.

Now H is quasiconvex relative toP by Theorem 4.7, sinceP extendsP′. �

The following result strengthens Theorem 4.12, by relaxingCondition (c).

Theorem 4.13(Quasiconvexity Criterion for Relatively Hyperbolic Groups that Split). Let G be
f.g. and hyperbolic relative toP such that G splits as a finite graph of groups. Suppose

(a) Each Ge is total in G;
(b) Each Ge is relatively quasiconvex in G;
(c) Each Ge is almost malnormal in G.

Let H ≤ G be tamely generated. Then H is relatively quasiconvex in G.

Remark 4.14. By Lemma 2.3 and Remark 2.4, Condition (b) is equivalent to requiring that each
Ge is quasiconvex inGν. Also we can replace Condition (a) by requiringGe to be total inGν.

Proof. We prove the result by induction on the number of edges of the graph of groupsΓ. The
base case whereΓ has no edge is contained in the hypothesis. Suppose thatΓ has at least one
edgee (regarded as an open edge). Ife is nonseparating, thenG = A∗Ct=D whereA is the
graph of groups overΓ − e, andC,D are the two images ofGe. Condition (c) ensures that
{C,D} is almost malnormal inA, and by induction, the various nontrivial intersectionsH ∩ Ag

are relatively quasiconvex inAg, and thusH is relatively quasiconvex inG by Theorem 4.12. A
similar argument concludes the separating case. �

Corollary 4.15. Let G be f.g. and hyperbolic relative toP. Suppose G splits as a finite graph of
groups. Assume:

(a) Each Gν is locally relatively quasiconvex;
(b) Each Ge is Noetherian, total and relatively quasiconvex in G;
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(c) Each Ge is almost malnormal in G.

Then G is locally relatively quasiconvex relative toP.

Theorem 4.16.Let G be hyperbolic relative toP. Suppose G splits as a graphΓ of groups with
relatively quasiconvex edge groups. SupposeΓ is bipartite withΓ0 = V ⊔U and each edge joins
vertices of V and U. Suppose each Gv is maximal parabolic for v∈ V, and for each P∈ P there
is at most one v with P conjugate to Gv. Let H≤ G be tamely generated. Then H is quasiconvex
relative toP.

The scenario of Theorem 4.16 arises whenM is a compact aspherical 3-manifold, from its
JSJ decomposition. The manifoldM decomposes as a bipartite graphΓ of spaces withΓ0 =

U ⊔ V. The submanifoldMv is hyperbolic for eachv ∈ V, and Mu is a graph manifold for
eachu ∈ U. The edges ofΓ correspond to the “transitional tori” between these hyperbolic and
complementary graph manifold parts. Some of the graph manifolds are complex but others are
simpler Seifert fibered spaces; in the simplest cases, thickened tori between adjacent hyperbolic
parts orI -bundles over Klein bottles where a hyperbolic part terminates. Henceπ1M decomposes
accordingly as a graphΓ of groups, andπ1M is hyperbolic relative to{π1Mu : u ∈ U} by
Theorem 1.4 or indeed, Corollary 1.5.

Proof. Let Ko be a fine hyperbolic graph forG. Each vertex group is quasiconvex inG by
Lemma 4.9, and so for eachu ∈ U let Ku be aGu-quasiconvex subgraph, and in this way we
obtain finite hyperbolicGu-graphs, and forv ∈ V, we let Kv be a singleton. We apply the
Construction in the proof of Theorem 1.4 to obtain a fine hyperbolic G-graphK and quotientK̄.
Note that the parabolic trees arei-pods. We form theH-cocompact quasiconvex subgraphL by
combiningHω-cocompact quasiconvex subgraphsKω as in the proof of Theorem 2.6. �

Theorem 4.17.Let G be f.g. and hyperbolic relative toP. Suppose G splits as graphΓ of groups
with relatively quasiconvex edge groups. SupposeΓ is bipartite withΓ0 = V ⊔ U and each edge
joins vertices of V and U. Suppose each Gv is almost malnormal and total in G for v∈ V. Let
H ≤ G be tamely generated. Then H is quasiconvex relative toP.

Theorem 4.17 covers the case where edge groups are almost malnormal on both sides since
we can subdivide to put barycenters of edges inV.

Another special case where Theorem 4.17 applies is whereG = G1 ∗C1
′=C2 G2 is hyperbolic

relative toP, andC2 ≤ G2 is total and relatively quasiconvex inG and almost malnormal inG2.

Proof. Following the Technical Point in the proof of Theorem 4.12, by splitting certain elements
of P to obtainP′ as in Remark 4.11, we can assume thatG is hyperbolic relative toP′ where
eachP′ ∈ P′ is elliptic with respect to the action ofG on the Bass-Serre treeT. SinceP extends
P′ and eachGv ∩ Pg is conjugate to an element ofP′, we see that eachGv is quasiconvex inG
relative toP′ by Theorem 4.7, and moreover, since elements ofP′ are vertex groups of elements
of P, eachGv is total relative toP′. Therefore eachGv is hyperbolic relative to a collectionP′v of
conjugates of elements ofP′.

We argue by induction on the number of edges ofΓ. If Γ has no edge the result is contained
in the hypothesis. SupposeΓ has at least one edgee. If e is separating andΓ = Γ1⊔e⊔Γ2 where
e attachesv ∈ Γ0

1 to u ∈ Γ0
2 thenG = G1 ∗Ge G2 whereGi = π1(Γi). EachGe is the intersection

of vertex groups and hence quasiconvex relative toP′. By Lemma 4.9, the groupsG1 andG2 are
quasiconvex inG relative toP′. ThusGi is hyperbolic relative toP′i by Remark 2.2.
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Observe thatT contains subtreesT1 andT2 that are the Bass-Serre trees ofΓ1 andΓ2, and
T −Gẽ= {gT1∪gT2 : g ∈ G}. The Bass-Serre treēT of G1 ∗Ge G2 is the quotient ofT obtained
by identifying eachgTi to a vertex.

SinceH is relatively finitely generated, there is a finite graph of groupsΓH for H, and a map
ΓH → Γ. Removing the edges mapping toe from ΓH, we obtain a collection of finitely many
graphs of groups - some overΓ1 and some overΓ2. Each component ofΓH corresponds to the
stabilizer of somegTi and is denoted byHgTi , and since that component is a finite graph with
relatively quasiconvex vertex stabilizers, we see that each HgTi is relatively quasiconvex inGi

relative toP′i by induction on the number of edges ofΓH.
We extend the peripheral structureP′1 of G1 to E1 = {G1}. Note that now eachHgT1 is quasi-

convex inG1 relative toE1 by Theorem 4.7. Let

E = E1 ∪ P
′
2 − {P ∈ P

′
2 : Pg ≤ Ge, for someg ∈ G2}.

Observe thatE extendsP′. SinceGv is total and quasiconvex inG relative toP′ andE extends
P′, the groupG1 is total and quasiconvex inG relative toE by Theorem 4.7. ThereforeG is
hyperbolic relative toE by Theorem 4.2.

SinceG1 is maximal parabolic inG, by Theorem 4.16H is quasiconvex inG relative toE. The
graphΓH shows thatH is generated by finitely many hyperbolic elements and vertexstabilizers
HgT̄i

and eachHgT̄i
= HgTi which we explained above is relatively quasiconvex inGi.

We now show thatH is quasiconvex relative toP′ and therefore relative toP by Theorem 4.7.
SinceE extendsP′, by Theorem 4.7, it suffices to show thatH ∩ Eg is quasiconvex relative toP′

for all E ∈ E andg ∈ G. There are two cases:
Case 1:E ∈ P′2. Now H∩Eg is a parabolic subgroup ofG relative toP′ and is thus quasiconvex

relative toP′.
Case 2: E = G1. Then H ∩ Eg is quasiconvex relative toP′1 since (H ∩ Eg) = HgT1 is

quasiconvex inGg
1 relative toEg

1 = {G
g
1}. SinceEg = Gg

1 is quasiconvex relative toP′, Lemma 2.3
implies thatH ∩ Eg is quasiconvex relative toP′.

Now assume thate is nonseparating. Letu ∈ U and v ∈ V be the endpoints ofe. Then
G = G1∗Ct=D whereG1 is the graph of groups overΓ − e, andC andD are the images ofGe in
Gv andGu respectively. We first reduce the peripheral structure ofG from P to P′, and we then
extend fromP′ to E with:

E = {Gv} ∪ P
′ − {P ∈ P′ : Pg ≤ Gv, for someg ∈ G}.

G is hyperbolic relative toE by Theorem 4.2 asGv is almost malnormal, total, and quasiconvex
relative toP . The argument follows by induction and Theorem 4.16 as in theseparating case.�

Theorem 4.13 suggests the following criterion for relativequasiconvexity:

Conjecture 4.18. Let G be hyperbolic relative toP. Suppose G splits as a finite graph of groups
with f.g. relatively quasiconvex edge groups. Suppose H≤ G is tamely generated such that each
Hv is f.g. for each v in the Bass-Serre tree. Then H is relativelyquasiconvex in G.

When the edge groups are separable inG, there is a finite index subgroupG′ whose splitting
has relatively malnormal edge groups (see e.g. [11, 9]). Consequently, if moreover, the edge
groups ofG are total, then the induced splitting ofG′ satisfies the criterion of Theorem 4.13,
and we see that Conjecture 4.18 holds in this case. In particular, Conjecture 4.18 holds when
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G is virtually special and hyperbolic relative to virtually abelian subgroups, provided that edge
groups are also total. We suspect the totalness assumption can be dropped totally.

As a closing thought, consider a hyperbolic 3-manifoldM virtually having a malnormal qua-
siconvex hierarchy (conjecturally all closedM). Theorem 4.13 suggests an alternate approach to
the tameness theorem, which could be reproven by verifying:

If the intersection of a f.g. H with a malnormal quasiconvex edge group is infinitely generated
then H is a virtual fiber.

Acknowledgement: We are extremely grateful to the anonymous f.g. referee whose very
helpful corrections and adjustments improved the results and exposition of this paper.
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